Sompo International Reinsurance
Sompo International Reinsurance underwrites casualty,
catastrophe, professional lines, property and specialty
lines of reinsurance including agriculture, aviation and
space, engineering, marine and energy, surety, trade
credit and weather risk. Our account management
approach and exceptional financial strength enable us
to offer a broad multi-line capability to underwrite risks
across our clients’ insurance portfolios around the
globe. We are supported by proprietary analytic and
modeling tools and databases and the transactional
experience of our underwriting, actuarial, legal and
claims professionals.

Marine & Energy
Sompo International Reinsurance’s seasoned
Marine & Energy underwriters offer traditional and
specialized reinsurance products with a focus on hull,
cargo, liability, offshore energy, onshore energy and
other specialized marine lines. We forge long term
partnerships through a deep understanding of our
clients’ needs and work closely with them to provide
tailored solutions. We have built a reputation for
exceeding expectations based on quick and efficient
delivery and the settlement of claims in a timely
fashion.
Products include both proportional and nonproportional programs.

Our underwriting teams work with brokers and clients
worldwide, seeking partnerships with clients who
have a proven track record with effective business
processes driving their underwriting, pricing, risk
management and claims activities.
OUR GLOBAL SPECIALTY REINSURANCE TEAM
Sompo International Reinsurance is committed to
the global specialty markets that we serve. Our
dedicated underwriting teams bring extensive product
knowledge distilled from decades of experience in
their line of business coupled with insight into each
account’s unique risks. In addition to Marine & Energy,
our global specialty teams underwrite:
• Agriculture
• Aviation & Space

Coverage Features
TARGET CLASSES
Our Marine & Energy Reinsurance team primarily
seeks to work with marine and energy insurers
with whom we have an existing relationship or a
material developing relationship within the context of
our account management strategy. In addition, we
selectively consider business on a mono-line basis.

• Contract & Commercial Surety
• Personal Accident
• Mortgage & Financial
• Trade Credit & Political Risk
• Weather Risk
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To learn more, visit us at: www.sompo-intl.com

Sompo International Holdings Ltd., a global
specialty provider of property and casualty
insurance and reinsurance, underwrites agriculture,
professional lines, property, marine and energy,
and casualty and other specialty lines of insurance
and catastrophe, property, casualty, professional
lines and specialty lines of reinsurance. Sompo
International is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Sompo Holdings, Inc., whose core business
encompasses one of the largest property and
casualty insurance groups in the Japanese
domestic market.

Our Financial Strength
Sompo International’s operating subsidiaries have
balance sheets comprising high quality assets
and excellent liquidity. We maintain ratings of A+
(Superior) from A.M. Best (XV size category) and A+
(Strong) from Standard & Poor’s. In addition, we are
part of Sompo Holdings, Inc., which holds more than
$100 billion in total assets.

Our Specialty Focus
With a strong commitment to the specialty markets,
each of our teams is led and staffed by experienced
underwriters with deep expertise in the class or line
of business in which they specialize. It is this focus
and dedication that enables us to anticipate and
manage our clients’ risks, delivering tailored solutions
to address their unique exposures.
Our clients know they can count on us to provide
responsive and consistently high quality underwriting,
actuarial, legal and claims services, today and as
their businesses evolve.

